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Abstract

Purpose of the study: An in-depth investigation of vocabulary depth knowledge by lexical researchers plays an important role in language learning and teaching. The present study examined vocabulary depth knowledge of Business EFL learners and its correlation and prediction to academic reading comprehension, employing morphological knowledge and analytical relations with syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations as part of vocabulary depth knowledge.

Methodology: The study employed standard multiple regression analysis under a quantitative approach among 120 Business undergraduate EFL students at the tertiary level.

Main Findings: Results showed vocabulary depth knowledge, i.e., syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, had the strongest and significant correlation with reading comprehension compared to other independent variables. Significantly, vocabulary knowledge, combined with paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations, was found to be a significant and unique predictor of academic reading comprehension. About 62.2 percent of the variance in academic reading comprehension was explained jointly by all three independent variables. About 32 percent of the variance was explained by the vocabulary depth knowledge test alone. Also, syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, represented the depth of vocabulary knowledge test made the most significant unique contribution (uniquely explained about 20.25 percent) to explaining academic reading comprehension in comparison with other dimensions of vocabulary depth knowledge. These findings were elaborated in the perspective of combined paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations as the depth of vocabulary knowledge, derivative word forms as morphological knowledge, part-whole relations as analytic relations and their relationship and contribution to reading comprehension.

Applications of this study: The study suggests that the depth of vocabulary knowledge would have practical use for the students, English teachers at the tertiary level and further implications for lexical researchers.

Novelty/Originality of this study: The inclusion of analytic relations with paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations and morphological knowledge, which represented the depth of vocabulary knowledge, has added to the body of lexical knowledge.

Keywords: Academic Reading Comprehension, Analytic Relations, Correlation, Prediction, Vocabulary Depth Knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

Vocabulary dimension of language teaching and learning has gained much prominence, and it has been extensively researched in the second language (L2) acquisition, assessment, and instruction (Schmitt, 2010; Zhang & Yang, 2016). L2 vocabulary knowledge researchers (e.g. Bogaards & Laufer, 2004; Chapelle, 1998; Henriksen, 1999; Nation, 1990, 2001; Qian, 1998, 1999, 2002; Read, 2000; Wesche & Paribakht, 1996) reckon that vocabulary knowledge comprises multiple facets. Qian (1999) and Wesche and Paribakht (1996) propose that vocabulary knowledge encompasses at least two attributes, i.e., size or breadth of vocabulary knowledge and depth or quality of vocabulary knowledge.

In terms of dimension, the breadth or size of vocabulary knowledge signifies a learner's knowledge of the number of words, i.e., the learner requires to have a minimum understanding of words’ meaning; on the other hand, vocabulary depth knowledge refers how deeply or well a word is known (Qian, 2005; Qian & Schedl, 2004). Vocabulary depth knowledge includes multifarious components, namely pronunciation, spelling, frequency, meaning, register, syntactic and morphological traits (Qian, 1998, 1999). Researchers who work on vocabulary have primarily stressed on the important role of vocabulary size or breadth knowledge in reading comprehension (i.e., Jeon & Yamashita, 2014; Laufer, 1992, 1996; Milton, 2013; Na & Nation, 1985). Furthermore, Qian (2002) and Schmitt (2014) propagate that in the field of L2/foreign language (FL) research, vocabulary researchers have not given due recognition for the important role depth of vocabulary knowledge plays till to date. Furthermore, Qian (2002) asserts that a few experimental research works investigated the relationship between reading comprehension and vocabulary depth knowledge (Qian, 1998, 1999; de Bot, Paribakht & Wesche, 1997). Qian (2002) contends that both breadth of vocabulary knowledge and vocabulary depth knowledge merit equal consideration for examining the important role knowledge of vocabulary functions in reading comprehension. Consequently, yardsticks that have the capability of evaluating vocabulary depth knowledge get
imperatively sought after since L2/FL vocabulary knowledge investigation has demonstrated 'a clear imbalance' (p. 699) regarding its multidimensionality, particularly in terms of depth of vocabulary knowledge (Zhang & Yang, 2016).

Moreover, Hasan and Shabdin (2016) provided rationales for including various components of vocabulary depth knowledge, represented by paradigmatic relation (hyponymy, synonyms, antonymy), syntagmatic relation (collocation), the major derivative word forms, which represented morphological knowledge, part-whole relation known as analytic relations (meronymy) as indispensable aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge for examining their relationship with and prediction to reading comprehension. According to Zhang and Koda (2017), paradigmatic relation is “an associate of the same word class as the stimulus word” (i.e., free association) and performing the same grammatical function in a sentence” (p. 2), such as a synonym (i.e., sudden, quick and surprising); on the other hand, syntagmatic relation refers "an associate of a different word class from the stimulus word and having a sequential relationship with the stimulus word” (p. 2), such as a collocate (i.e., sudden change or sudden noise). In addition, analytic relations connotes "words that always belong to the target word,” such as yellow, fruit, and peel for banana (Zhang & Koda 2017, p. 13). While discussing research design, Creswell (2014) defines that an explanatory research design "is a correlational design in which the researcher is interested in the extent to which two variables (or more) co-vary, that is, where changes in one variable are reflected in changes in the other," (p. 366). On the other hand, Creswell (2014) propounds that the objective of a prediction research design is to determine variables that predict a result or criterion.

To the best knowledge of the authors of this paper, little is known of empirical research studies that examined the associations and prediction of the mentioned diversified components (i.e., syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, morphological knowledge and analytic relations) as inseparable aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge to reading comprehension in English as a second language (ESL)/English as a foreign language (EFL) context. The present study attempts to examine the degree to which different parts of vocabulary depth knowledge predict academic reading comprehension. It also seeks to determine the degree to which dissimilar aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge, such as syntagmatic relation (collocation), analytic relations (meronymy), morphological knowledge (affixes), and paradigmatic relation (synonyms, hyponymy, antonymy) as inseparable dimensions of vocabulary depth knowledge have the effect on EFL learners' academic reading comprehension. To this end, employing two independent variables, morphological knowledge and analytical relations with syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, which represented vocabulary depth knowledge test, the present study examines three aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge of Bangladeshi Business EFL learners and their correlation and prediction to academic reading comprehension.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Depth of Vocabulary Knowledge and Reading Comprehension

Concerning L2 research, Qian (1998, 1999) and Paribakht and Wesche (1997) pointed out that few empirical studies had been administered to investigate the relationship between vocabulary depth knowledge and reading comprehension. de Bot et al. (1997) examined that different facets of vocabulary knowledge, namely word associations and morphological knowledge aspects, had a strong connection with the processes of reading comprehension.

A review of relevant literature shows inconclusive results regarding the correlation and prediction of depth of vocabulary knowledge to reading comprehension. Studies (i.e., Choi, 2013; Kang et al., 2012; Mehrpour, Razmjooy, & Kian, 2011; Rashidi & Khosravi, 2010) found that depth of vocabulary knowledge was a stronger predictor of reading comprehension than the breadth of vocabulary knowledge. On the other hand, other research works (i.e., Chen, 2011; Farvardin & Koosha, 2011; Li & Kirby, 2015; Kameli et al., 2013; Moinzadeh & Moslehpour, 2012; Rouhi & Negari, 2013; Wang, 2014) also showed that the breadth of vocabulary knowledge was a stronger predictor of reading comprehension than the depth of vocabulary knowledge.

Morphological Knowledge and Analytical Relations

Particularly, the measures that investigated multifarious dimensions of vocabulary depth knowledge in English made a larger and stronger effect on reading comprehension compared with the yardstick that merely tested a term of one word solely (Nassaji, 2004). The present study has employed one facet of morphological knowledge (i.e., derivative forms of words) considering as an integral aspect of vocabulary depth knowledge; however, according to Weixia (2014), other dimensions of morphological knowledge, namely register, spelling, pronunciation, and parts of speech are reckoned as significant parts of the depth of vocabulary knowledge. Morphological knowledge is a significant dimension of vocabulary depth knowledge because Li and Kirby (2015) argued that when learners knew affixes and roots, the knowledge could help them comprehend the organization of words. The knowledge of the word-formation successively would expand learners' comprehension of the associations amidst words. On the other hand, Winston, et al. (1987) propagate that concerning semantic relation, analytic relations, particularly part-whole relation, is considered a significant category. Furthermore, Schmitt and Meara (1997) claimed the significance of the knowledge of word association in the language learning field; as a result, analytic relations (part-whole) is considered as one important dimension of depth of vocabulary knowledge.

Lately conducted research works (e.g., Chen, 2011; Choi, 2013; Kezhen, 2015; Li & Kirby, 2015; Rashidi & Khosravi, 2010) that have examined the relationship between vocabulary depth knowledge and reading comprehension have solely...
encompassed paradigmatic relation (antonymy, synonyms, and superordinate under hyponymy) and syntagmatic relation (collocations) as dimensions of vocabulary depth knowledge. However, vocabulary researchers have not explored other facets, like analytic relations and morphological knowledge as essential dimensions of vocabulary depth knowledge and their associations with text comprehension.

**Vocabulary Research in the Bangladeshi Context**

Afrin (2016) and Khan and Akter (2011) mention that most of the students at the tertiary level in Bangladesh are weak in English language skills. Even after completing their secondary and higher secondary levels of study, they fail to show their expected level of English language proficiency (Arju, 2011; Afrin, 2016; Khan & Akter, 2011) because of a lack of vocabulary knowledge (Arju, 2011). In addition, Mirza and Mahmud (2012) state that regarding the context of an academic reading comprehension text, which contains vocabulary with a different meaning that is situated without students' prior knowledge, students' understanding of the reading comprehension text becomes difficult. In other words, lack of vocabulary knowledge hinders understanding of their academic reading comprehension texts. Students face enormous difficulty in understanding English written textbooks primarily because of their inadequacy of vocabulary knowledge (Jahan & Jahan, 2011); as a result, the lack of vocabulary knowledge in English of the students at the tertiary level in Bangladesh negatively affects the academic performance of the students. Moreover, according to Jahan and Jahan (2011), students cannot acquire the coveted result (CGPA) in their studies.

In the context of Bangladesh, the related studies that have been conducted on vocabulary have mainly focused on the challenges that EFL teachers face while they teach vocabulary and the students learn vocabulary in EFL classrooms, vocabulary learning strategies, and prevalent vocabulary teaching practice. With a specific focus on the attitude and achievement of the students, in the context of Bangladesh, the study of Siddiqua (2016) has put stress on the difficulties or challenges that EFL teachers face while they teach vocabulary in classrooms and the reasons that make teaching vocabulary difficult for them. Regarding the use of vocabulary learning strategies, the study of Bristi (2016) has emphasized the investigation of vocabulary learning strategies employed by EFL students at the tertiary level in Bangladesh. Moreover, in the context of Bangladesh, another study by Ashraf (2015) that deals with students' vocabulary problem focuses on the strategies that students can use to overcome their lack of vocabulary knowledge.

Vocabulary related other studies (Afrin, 2016; Khan & Akter, 2011; Opel et al., 2009) that have encompassed vocabulary aspect in the context of Bangladesh relate to different dimensions, for example, vocabulary and English writing skill, the effect of preschool dialogic reading on expressive vocabulary, etc. Moreover, Afrin (2016) also mentions that the majority of the students at the tertiary level in Bangladesh possess limited vocabulary and struggle to express their ideas. Though her (Afrin, 2016) study has included and elaborated on the vocabulary knowledge aspect at the tertiary level in Bangladesh, the main focus of her study is on the students' English writing skills. Furthermore, the study of Opel et al., (2009) have encompassed the effect of preschool dialogic reading on vocabulary among rural Bangladeshi students with a view to increasing their expressive vocabulary. Their study has included vocabulary knowledge aspect and reading comprehension, but their study has researched on storybook reading, including group dialogic reading of the rural Bangladesh preschool learners to improve their (children's) expressive vocabulary. In summary, in the context of Bangladesh, the studies as mentioned above (i.e., Afrin, 2016; Arju, 2011; Ashraf, 2015; Bristi, 2016; Hasan, 2014; Jahan & Jahan, 2011; Khan & Akter, 2011; Opel et al., 2009; Siddiqua, 2016) have included the vocabulary knowledge aspect of the students. However, the mentioned studies have not focused on the different constituents of the depth of vocabulary knowledge and their correlation and prediction to the academic reading comprehension skill of EFL Business school students at the tertiary level in Bangladesh.

There exists a lack of experimental research works that included three components, i.e., syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, morphological knowledge, and analytic (part-whole) relations jointly as indispensable dimensions of vocabulary depth knowledge and examined the relationships between three parts of vocabulary depth knowledge and reading comprehension. Moreover, Ma and Lin (2015) have claimed that considering an investigation with the mentioned line (i.e., research gap) is worth conducting. To address the research gap in the previous studies and based on the consideration in the literature review, the following research questions were formulated:

1. To what extent do scores of three aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge (i.e., syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, represented vocabulary depth knowledge test, the four major derivative forms, namely noun, verb, adjective, and adverb, represented morphological knowledge, and six dimensions of analytic relations) correlate each other?

2. To what extent are three aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge (i.e., syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, represented vocabulary depth knowledge test, the four major derivative forms, namely noun, verb, adjective, and adverb, represented morphological knowledge, and six dimensions of analytic relations) related to academic reading comprehension?

3. Which one out of the three aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge does predict the most in comparison with the other two aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge?
4. To what degree do scores of three aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge have a significant effect on predicting academic reading comprehension performance?

**METHODOLOGY**

**Participants**

The participants of the study were a sample of 120 Bangladeshi EFL students (five sections from Business school) in the first year of their undergraduate study from a private university in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The native language of the study's learners was Bengali (from one language background), and the students of the study used English as a foreign language. The students in the study had an average of 12 years of exposure to English learning. Out of the participated students, 72 were male (60%), and 48 were female (40%) who were majoring in Bachelor in Business Administration in different majors, like Human Resource Management, Finance, Marketing, Bachelor in Business Administration in Accounting and Information Systems, and Bachelor of Science in Economics under School of Business and Economics. The average age of the students was about 19 years and 9 months.

Purposive sampling in the first place and random sampling as the second step were employed for the present study. Furthermore, for the current study, the university was chosen since one of the researchers had access to get permission from the concerned authority to administer the tests. The rationale for choosing the employed four tests over the others for the current study is given in the following sentences. For the current study, the researchers intended to examine the depth of vocabulary knowledge of the students. Depth of vocabulary knowledge test was designed to measure the vocabulary depth knowledge of L2 learners and is considered a reliable test to assess several paradigmatic and syntagmatic characteristics of vocabulary knowledge (Qian, 2000). Concerning depth of vocabulary knowledge test, Read (2000) affirmed, "… is perhaps the best-written test of the depth of vocabulary knowledge that is available" (p. 90). Winston et al. (1987) pointed out that analytic relations was a significant constituent of vocabulary depth knowledge. For the current study, the morphological knowledge test was particularly fashioned as a depth of vocabulary knowledge test, and it complimented the depth of vocabulary knowledge test. In addition, the morphological knowledge test is particularly designed to cater to ESL or EFL learners. The justification for the chosen technique regarding the reading comprehension test in the current study is given in the following sentences. The other test, i.e., International English Language Testing System (IELTS) that was not chosen for the current study generally consists of long passages and has different question patterns to measure English language proficiency. The present study adopted three passages of the TOEFL reading comprehension test since the focus of the study was on examining the correlation and prediction of depth of vocabulary knowledge to academic reading comprehension.

**Measures**

Participants took part in three vocabulary tests: a depth of vocabulary knowledge test, a morphological knowledge test, an analytical relations test, and a reading comprehension test that consisted of three multiple-choice questions and answers.

**Depth of vocabulary knowledge test**

The depth of vocabulary knowledge test administered for the current study was partly the version of the Word Associates Test (WAT). In other words, version 4 of the WAT and depth of vocabulary test used by Qian and Schedl (2004) were adapted and employed in order to assess the vocabulary depth knowledge of the Business students of the current study. The depth of vocabulary knowledge test comprised 40 items, and it proposed to evaluate two constituents of vocabulary depth: they were paradigmatic (meaning/synonyms) and syntagmatic (collocation) relations of words. Under each item, there were two groups, and each group contained words. Each different column had four words, and out of the eight words, four words were associates with the stimulus words, whereas the other four words worked as distractors. An incorrect selection of the answer was given 0; as a result, the maximum achievable score of vocabulary depth was 4 x 40 =160 (Hasan & Shabdin, 2017).

**Analytic relations test**

The analytic relations test for the current study was adapted on the basis of the idea about part-whole relations propagated by Winston et al. (1987). The analytic relations test consisted of 30 blanks, and the testees were required to write/fill either part or whole meaning of the words in the blanks. In scoring analytic relations, one point was given for each appropriate answer, so the highest score for the test was 30 (Hasan & Shabdin, 2017).

**Morphological knowledge test**

The morphological knowledge test of the present study was executed by checking the learners' productive knowledge of the four major derivative word forms of a word family, i.e., noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. Students were asked to jot down the correct derivative forms of the target word in the provided (each) blank. If the learners believed that no derivative form did exist, they simply placed an X in the blank. For the current study, the structure of the morphological test was adopted on the basis of the test designed by Schmitt and Zimmerman (2002). In scoring for the morphological
knowledge test, one point was awarded to the learners for their correct answers. An incorrect answer provided 0 points. The morphological test had 30 blanks, so the maximum possible score for the test was 30 (Hasan & Shabdin, 2017).

Reading comprehension test

The reading comprehension test of the study was a standard multiple-choice academic reading comprehension test, and this test was adopted from the Longman Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) (Philips, 2006: 343-345). Out of several passages, three texts were selected for the current study, and the total number of multiple-choice questions was 20. The maximum possible score for the reading comprehension test was 20 as there was a total of 20 questions (Hasan & Shabdin, 2017).

Research Design and Data Collection Procedures

The present study followed the quantitative approach, and multiple regression analysis as a statistical tool was used to describe the variables' potential predictions to the outcome/dependent variable. The participation of the students for the test measure was voluntary. One reading comprehension test and an analytic relations test were administered in one session. The depth of vocabulary knowledge test and morphological knowledge test were administered in another session with a one-week interval between them, i.e., the four tests were conducted in two successive sessions in regular English classes of the students. The time assigned for the depth of vocabulary knowledge was 40 minutes and 30 minutes for the morphological knowledge test. After one week, a reading comprehension test and analytic relations test were conducted. The students were provided 25 minutes to answer the reading comprehension test and another 30 minutes to perform the analytic relations test (Hasan & Shabdin, 2017).

In order to find out the level of intercorrelations among a depth of vocabulary knowledge test, analytic relations, morphological knowledge, and reading comprehension, the two-tailed Pearson correlation was selected for analyzing the data. To determine the powerful predictor of reading comprehension, standard multiple regression analysis was carried out. In other words, force-entry multiple regression (not stepwise) analysis was applied to find out the significant role played by knowledge of vocabulary depth in explaining academic reading comprehension. SPSS version 24 (Statistical Package for Social Studies) was exercised as the key statistical program for analyzing the data.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics and Reliability

Table 1 shows the performance of the learners (N = 120) on all four language tests and the reliability coefficient values of the tests (Hasan & Shabdin, 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>n*</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>K-R Reliability Coefficients</th>
<th>MPS**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVK¹</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>137.00</td>
<td>159.00</td>
<td>147.80</td>
<td>6.677</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKT²</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>19.15</td>
<td>3.717</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR³</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>22.90</td>
<td>3.726</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC⁴</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>3.281</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** MPS= maximum possible score * n = number of items
DVK¹= Depth of Vocabulary Knowledge; MKT²= Morphological Knowledge Test; AR³= Analytic Relations; RC⁴= Reading Comprehension.

The r values (reliability coefficients) of the four tests, namely vocabulary depth knowledge test, morphological knowledge, analytic relations, and reading comprehension, were moderate even though the r value (0.516) of morphological knowledge was the lowest in comparison with r values of other tests. In spite of that, the score of morphological knowledge can be considered to have an acceptable level of reliability since the number of items (n= 20) was small. Importantly, the acceptable K-R-21 score is dependent on the type of conducted test (Hasan & Shabdin, 2017). Generally, a score, that is, above 0.05 is regarded as reasonable. According to Salvucci, et.al., (1997), in terms of the range of reliability measure, when the r value is less than 0.50, the reliability is considered low; if the r value is between 0.50 and 0.80, the reliability is regarded as moderate whereas the r value is greater than 0.80, the reliability is treated as high. Even though K-R 21 employs less information to compute, it always provides a lower reliability index than produced by other methods (Alderson et al., 1995). To conclude, it can be said that all the tests were valid and reliable.

Correlation among the Variables

In order to investigate the first two research questions, a two-tailed Pearson correlation analysis was run to examine the associations between three dimensions of the depth of vocabulary knowledge and academic reading comprehension. The Pearson correlation values of all the variables are given in Table 2.
DVK<sup>1</sup> = Depth of Vocabulary Knowledge; MKT<sup>2</sup> = Morphological Knowledge Test; AR<sup>3</sup> = Analytic Relations; RC<sup>4</sup> = Reading Comprehension.

In terms of the first research question, as Table 2 illustrates, only the correlation \( (r = .644; p < .002) \) between morphological knowledge and depth of vocabulary knowledge was found positive, strong, and significant at the level of 0.01. According to Cohen (1988), the value \( r \) close to 0.50 shows a strong correlation between the variables. Besides, he suggests that when the coefficient value \( r \) is between ±0.30 and ±0.49, the relationship is considered as a medium, and when \( r \) coefficient value is between ±0.1 and ±0.29, the association is said to be as small. The correlation \( (r = .156; p = .512) \) between depth of vocabulary knowledge and analytic relations, and association \( (r = .275; p = .241) \) between morphological knowledge and analytic relation were found positive, but they were not statistically significant. The strong association between the depth of vocabulary knowledge and morphological knowledge shows that the two aspects were interconnected under the same construct, i.e., vocabulary depth knowledge.

Regarding the second research question, as shown in Table 2, the intercorrelations among two independent variables and one dependent variable were both positive and significant, but no significant correlation between morphological knowledge and reading comprehension was found. Table 2 shows that significant, positive, and high correlation at the 0.01 level \( (r = .702; p < .01) \) existed between academic reading comprehension and depth of vocabulary knowledge, and this suggests that EFL business students who had more both paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations (under vocabulary depth knowledge test) knowledge performed better in academic reading comprehension. Moreover, a significant positive correlation was found at the level of 0.05 \( (r = .446; p < .05) \) between academic reading comprehension and analytic relations. This indicates that those students also had six components of analytic relations (i.e., component-integral, member-collection, portion-mass, stuff-object, feature-activity, and place-area) knowledge performed better in academic reading comprehension. Out of both paradigmatic and syntagmatic relation knowledge and analytic relations, paradigmatic and syntagmatic relation of vocabulary depth knowledge had stronger positive correlation \( (r = .702; p = .01) \) with academic reading comprehension than analytic relations \( (r = .446; p = .48) \) with academic reading comprehension. Even though there was a positive relationship \( (r = .429; p = .059) \), between reading comprehension and morphological knowledge, the association between reading comprehension and morphological knowledge was not significant.

**Prediction of Depth of Vocabulary Knowledge, Morphological Knowledge, Analytic Relations to Reading Comprehension**

To address the third research question and examine which one out of three dimensions of the depth of vocabulary knowledge had the strongest prediction to academic reading comprehension, the researchers conducted multiple regression analysis (force-entry). Table 3 shows the prediction values of all three independent variables to the dependent variable and the significance value of the model's fitness. Since the \( R^2 \) statistics of the ANOVA table were significant at the 0.001 level \( (R^2 = .622) \), \( F (3, 16) = 8.788, p < .001 \), the run regression model was found to be well-fitted for the data.

### Table 3: Prediction Value of Independent Variables and ANOVA Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R )</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>Adjusted ( R^2 )</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 0.789 )</td>
<td>( 0.622 )</td>
<td>( 0.551 )</td>
<td>( 2.19738 )</td>
<td>( df )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 3 )</td>
<td>42.432</td>
<td>8.788</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Reading Comprehension; b. Predictors: (Constant), Analytic Relations, Vocabulary Depth Knowledge Test, Morphological Knowledge Test

From Table 3, it can be said that the regression model, using three predictors (independent) variables explained about 62.2 percent of the variance in academic reading comprehension. The \( R^2 \) value is \( .622 \), so it can be said that 62.2 percent of the variation for the criterion/dependent variable, that is, academic reading comprehension, was accounted for jointly by three independent variables, depth of vocabulary knowledge test, morphological knowledge, and analytic relations. As shown in Table 4, squaring the part correlation values indicates the contribution of that/each variable to the total \( R^2 \). In other words, this tells how much of the total variance in the outcome is uniquely explained by that variable. Squaring

---

**Table 2: Correlations among the Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVK&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MKT</th>
<th>AR&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MKT&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.644**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.156</td>
<td>.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.702**</td>
<td>.429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:**

* \( *p < .01 \) * \( p < .05 \)
the value (.567)^2 means that the depth of vocabulary knowledge uniquely explained about 32 percent (32.1489) of the variance in total reading comprehension score. Squaring the part coefficient value (.112) indicates that morphological knowledge uniquely explained about 1.25 percent (1.2544) of the variance in total reading comprehension score. On the other hand, squaring the part coefficient value (.358)^2 indicates that analytic relations uniquely explained about 13 percent (12.8164) of the variance in the total reading comprehension score.

The Beta values of the run regression model have answered research question 4, and the Beta values of all the variables are given in Table 4.

### Table 4: Coefficients of All Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Collinearity Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVK(^1)</td>
<td>.364</td>
<td>.741</td>
<td>2.943</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.678 .567 .585</td>
<td>1.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKT(^2)</td>
<td>-.133</td>
<td>-0.150</td>
<td>1.799</td>
<td>.477</td>
<td>-.179 -.112 .554</td>
<td>1.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(^3)</td>
<td>.328</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>2.329</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.503 .358 0.924</td>
<td>1.083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Reading Comprehension; DVK\(^1\)= Depth of Vocabulary Knowledge; MKT\(^2\)= Morphological Knowledge Test; AR\(^3\)= Analytic Relations;

As shown in Table 4, the Beta value of depth of vocabulary knowledge test (i.e., both paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations knowledge) was the largest (\(\beta = 0.741\)). In terms of Beta value discussion, it is known that a large \(t\) value paired with small significance value suggests (‘\(t\)’ and ‘sig’ value) the predictor value (independent value) has a large impact on the criterion or dependent variable.

Moreover, the largest Beta value shows that depth of vocabulary knowledge test (\(\beta = .741; \ t = 3.690, \ p = .002\) (significant) (\(p < .01\)) made the largest effect on explaining the outcome variable, academic reading comprehension when the variance was explained by all other variables jointly. The Beta values of other independent variables, namely analytic relations and morphological knowledge informs that morphological knowledge (\(\beta = .150; \ t = -.728, \ p = .477\) (significant) (\(p < .05\)) made lesser effect on explaining the outcome variable, reading comprehension than analytic relations (\(\beta = .372; \ t = 2.329, \ p = .033\) (significant) (\(p < .05\)), and morphological knowledge had the least effect on explaining the outcome variable, academic reading comprehension.

With a careful look of Table 4, it can be found that out of all three independent variables, depth of vocabulary knowledge test made a statistically significant unique contribution to the prediction (at the 0.01 level, \(p = .002\) of the outcome in the model as the 'sig' value of vocabulary depth knowledge was less than 0.01 (\(p < .01\)). Out of two other variables, analytic relations also made a statistically significant unique contribution to the prediction (at the 0.05 level, \(p = .033\)) since the 'sig' value of analytic relations of vocabulary depth was less than 0.05 (\(p < .05\)). The other independent variable, namely morphological knowledge, did not make a statistically significant unique contribution to the prediction (\(p = .477\)) of the outcome since the 'sig' value of morphological knowledge was more than 0.10 (\(p > .05\)). From the above result discussion, it can be said that two independent variables, namely vocabulary depth knowledge test and analytic relations out of three independent variables, made a statistically significant unique contribution to the prediction of the outcome.

**DISCUSSION**

**Correlation among the Variables**

The depth of vocabulary knowledge test represented by both paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations was positively and significantly correlated with academic reading comprehension. The found result corroborated the findings of Qian (1998, 1999, 2002). This indicates that those students who had more both paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations knowledge (under vocabulary depth test) performed better in academic reading comprehension than other aspects of depth of vocabulary knowledge, namely morphological knowledge and analytical relations. Moreover, EFL business students who gained analytical relations (part-whole) knowledge performed better in reading comprehension than students with morphological knowledge. On the contrary, the study of Horiba (2012) found no unique and significant effect of depth of vocabulary depth knowledge on reading comprehension.

**Prediction of Depth of Vocabulary Knowledge Test, Morphological Knowledge, and Analytic Relations to Reading Comprehension**

Depth of vocabulary knowledge, measured by different dimensions, namely paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations, morphological knowledge, and analytical relations jointly and significantly contributed more than 62.2 percent variation in the dependent variable, academic reading comprehension. However, the blend of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations, which represented the vocabulary depth knowledge test, made the strongest contribution to explaining the outcome variable, academic reading comprehension when the variance was explained by all other variables jointly. The present result corroborated other previous findings of L2 learners of English (e.g., Li & Kirby, 2015; Qian, 1998, 1999).
2002; Zhang & Yang, 2016). On the other hand, analytical relations predicted stronger in explaining the variance in academic reading comprehension than morphological knowledge, and morphological knowledge was the least predictor to explaining the outcome. The least contribution by morphological knowledge substantiated the previous findings (e.g. Qian, 1998, 1999, 2002); on the contrary, Zhang (2016) found out that derivational awareness, i.e., morphological awareness directly and significantly predicted reading comprehension of ESL learners.

In the present study, analytic relations also made a statistically significant unique contribution to the prediction. As analytic relations is considered a significant aspect (e.g., Winston et al, 1987) of vocabulary depth knowledge, the significant role of analytic relations found in this study is not surprising. This is the new finding of the current research, and this aspect of inclusion of analytical relations under vocabulary depth knowledge and its contribution to academic reading comprehension in the present study contributes to the vocabulary knowledge domain. Greidanus and Nienhuis (2001) conducted a study on three types of association among paradigmatic, syntagmatic and analytic (defining characteristics, such as those used in dictionary definitions) relations, and they found that for both higher-proficiency learners and lower-proficiency learners, the scores for both paradigmatic association and analytic association were significantly higher than those for the syntagmatic association. Their study included 54 learners of French from two Dutch-speaking universities without considering learners from ESL/EFL background and investigated only association among paradigmatic, syntagmatic, and analytic relations. Their study investigated neither correlation nor prediction between paradigmatic, syntagmatic, and analytic relations and academic reading comprehension. In addition, Horiba (2012) investigated a depth test for types of association (i.e., paradigmatic, syntagmatic, and analytic relations). Her study investigated the only association among paradigmatic, syntagmatic, and analytic relations, and no correlation or prediction between paradigmatic, syntagmatic, and analytic relations and academic reading comprehension was explored.

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Language teachers and practitioners would be able to make use of the results of the correlation and prediction of different constituents of vocabulary depth knowledge to reading comprehension. To gain a better understanding of the significant associations and predictions between syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations and analytic relations and reading comprehension, the findings of the current study have shown, which can, in turn, endorse their pedagogical decisions.

When language instructors would support learners in paying attention to the most significant components of vocabulary depth knowledge, namely syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations and analytic relations, the reading comprehension content for the learners will be easier to handle and the amount of work less challenging. This fosters an avenue for learning and teaching to become more effective. Since syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations and analytic relations constitute a significant part of the depth of vocabulary knowledge, the findings of the present study might suggest that EFL learners would be benefitted more in their EFL reading when they are equipped with a deeper knowledge of words, namely syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations and analytic relations of vocabulary depth knowledge.

Vocabulary instructors, in general, have put greater stress on different ways that can maximize learners' vocabulary size. In the process of doing so, the learners are offered with a long list of vocabulary items to be remembered, and the list of vocabulary items often comprises only plain dictionary meanings. This practice is fallacious since imparting only a restricted definition of a word might hinder learners from developing a deeper knowledge of words, and this process, in turn, might impede learners' reading performance. Therefore, in their vocabulary instruction, vocabulary instructors should include words that show that learners possess an in-depth understanding of words, encompassing syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, morphological knowledge, and semantic relations, particularly analytic relations, which represent vocabulary depth knowledge.

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS

When one seeks to generalize the findings of the current study, some caution needs to be considered as the sample size was taken from only one university. Future research deserves more attention to this aspect. Other aspects of depth of vocabulary knowledge, like spelling, pronunciation, meaning, frequency, register, etc. can be delved into to find out their correlation and prediction to reading comprehension skills and other English language skills as well. Moreover, any impact of the native language (i.e., Bengali) or background knowledge of the learners on the test results was not explored. The study has limited the scope for generalizations of the research findings concerning the participants' study of programs or major subjects.

From the discussion that has been dealt so far, it can be observed that the correlation between depth of vocabulary knowledge and academic reading comprehension was the strongest, and vocabulary depth knowledge test represented by syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations was the most significant predictor of reading comprehension. About 62.2 percent of the variance in academic reading comprehension was explained jointly by all the three independent variables. About 32 percent of the variance was explained by the depth of vocabulary knowledge test represented by syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations alone.
To the best of the knowledge of the researchers of the present study, little is known about research work that investigated analytical relations jointly with morphological knowledge and paradigmatic relation and syntagmatic relation, considering as indispensable dimensions of vocabulary depth knowledge to find out their correlation and prediction to reading comprehension. Conducting the present research comprising analytical relations with other aspects of vocabulary depth knowledge to investigate the correlation and prediction to text comprehension among EFL business students has added to the vocabulary knowledge domain.
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